
Yorkshire League Div. 5                    Brighouse B 7 Hull B 13                         16th Feb. 2020 

Lying precariously one point above the relegation zone, we considered this to be a ‘must-win’ match 

against the bottom side. Fortunately, ‘Storm Denis’ abated, but, unfortunately for us, we allowed our 

opponents to leave with the upper hand after a disappointing display. 

Things started well enough with a 1st-round advantage of 5 imps despite only three positive scores. 

Board 2 provided our best board of the match (+12 imps) when Chris & Pauline made a difficult 4H, 

going off on two other tables. Our second-best board of the match was no. 5, when Neil & George 

made a difficult 4H, with Kate & Mike taking this one off and other pairs not bidding to game (+11 

imps). Neil & George made another difficult 4H on Board 4, with Chris & Pauline going one off and our 

N-S pairs sacrificing in 5C-2 and 4DX-2. Scores of -5 and -6 were recorded on the last two boards, 

including 4H making against Neil & George on Board 7, but not bid on other tables. 

A largely uneventful 2nd round provided a slender 3-imp advantage to go into the interval at +8 imps 

overall. Board 9 was even, with one pair from each team making 3NT, but we suffered a 6-imp deficit 

on Board 12 when only Chris & Pauline ventured a Landy bid over 1NT and ended up too high for       

-200. A further 7-imp deficit followed on Board 15 when nobody bid the making 3NT, with Chris & 

Pauline’s opponents stopping strangely in 1NT+3 and all other pairs going off in 5C. We regained 8 

imps on the next board, however, when Ray & Terry were the only pair to make 1NT. 

After another excellent hot meal, including a truly amazing sticky toffee pudding, unfortunately the 

‘wheels came off’ spectacularly in the 3rd round with a massive 42-imp deficit to leave us at -34 imps 

overall. Our only good score of the round was on Board 21, when Chris & Pauline were the only pair 

to find the making 4H instead of 3NT-1 on two other tables. Our worst board at -12 imps was recorded 

on no. 19, when Ray & Terry were unlucky to be the only pair whose opponents bid 5H+1 E-W, when 

all other N-S pairs sacrificed in 3SX-2, 4S-3 and 4SX-1. 11 imps were lost on both the first and last 

boards of the round, the former when Ray & Terry were the only pair not to make 3NT and the latter 

when the same pair went four off in the same contract, all other pairs stopping in 2S. Another 7 imps 

were lost on Board 23 as Kate & Mike were allowed to make 3NT+4, when their opponents should 

take the first 6 Heart tricks, but Ray & Terry went 2 off, the other two scores being 5D+2 and 4D+4 by 

our opponents. On Board 20 Ray & Terry allowed 3NT to make, not bid on other tables (-9 imps). 

In the final round we reduced the deficit by 9 imps for a 25-imp defeat (7-13) despite only three 

positive scores. The best of these were +9 imps on both nos. 27 and 28, the former when Kate & 

Mike’ s opponents tried a kamikaze 4HX-2 with only 16 points and a void, the latter when Chris & 

Pauline were the only pair to defeat 3NT. One pair from each team bid the making 4S on Board 26. 

With the team below us winning 16-4 this result drops us into the relegation zone with a difficult-

looking final match at Wensleydale to try to save our season, in an almost exact repeat of the 

situation we found ourselves in two seasons ago, with a welcome positive outcome on that occasion. 

Kate & Mike will be disappointed that such a good performance by them, with only eight negative 

scores all day, was not matched by some of their teammates. We clearly need to do better next time. 

BRIGHOUSE B PAIR 1st ROUND 2nd ROUND 3rd ROUND 4th ROUND TOTAL 

Neil & George +640 -600 -590 -1030 -1580 

Kate & Mike +150 +1050 +450 +840 +2490 

Chris & Pauline +390 -360 +650 +260 +940 

Ray & Terry -660 +10 -2540 +450 -2740 

BRIGHOUSE B PAIR SLAMS MADE / CONCEDED GAMES MADE / CONCEDED BUTLER 

Neil & George 0 0 5 7 -34 

Kate & Mike 0 0 5 3 +56 

Chris & Pauline 0 0 5 2 +25 

Ray & Terry 0 0 3 6 -69 

 



 

 


